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Abstract 
Energy harvesting is becoming a popular technique for pervasive computing. 
It is possible to extract ambient power from sunshine, wind, waves, vibrations, 
etc. Although vibrational to electrical power conversion is a well-studied topic, 
recent advances in low power electronics make it possible to miniaturize vibra-
tion powered systems to sizes that were previously intractable. 
In this work, two key areas related to vibration powered systems were 
studied, namely improving the efficiency of the energy conversion process, and 
the development of applications which can use this type of energy source. 
A micro power generator (MPG) resulted in this project generates 120 ^ W 
with maximum output voltage 2.4 V. A voltage multiplier (part of the power 
management circuit) incorporated in the MPG was estimated to be 53 % ef-
ficient for input power around 100 /xVK. The converted energy is stored in 
storage capacitor (1 mF) and can be used as required. 
A long-term temperature monitoring system was implemented. In this 
system, data is transmitted via radio frequency to a host computer. The 
time taken for one temperature measurement is roughly 1.4 5 and the system 
energy consumption was 212.62 f j J . For first time activation, the MPG takes 32 
seconds to produce sufficient energy to drive the wireless RF thermometer with 
input acceleration 4.63 m/s^ and frequency 80 Hz. 18 seconds are required 
i 
for later measurements. 
A battery powered 2D input ring was also implemented. It illustrated how 
one could control electronic devices using finger motion and wireless technol-
ogy. Based on this technology, gesture-based inputs from a small wearable 
device can be used to control almost any electronic system including com-
puters, portable digital assistants (PDAs), mobile phones, televisions and air 
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Energy can be scavenged from vibrations. 
Most modern portable electronic devices are powered by electrochemical bat-
.. teries which require replacement or charging once consumed. Obviously, alter-
native non-exhaustive power sources would be more convenient. Vibrational 
energy is an option which is readily available. However, mechanical energy 
(from vibrations) has not been often used since the power which can be gener-
ated from a miniature vibration-based generator is very small. Improvements 
in integrated circuit technology has been steadily reducing the power con-
sumption required by portable systems and miniaturized vibrational powered 
systems are now a reality. 
Self-powered wireless sensors are poised to have a very important role in 
the future. Engineers can attach them to the building to test their structural 
behavior (such as bridge) under vibrations caused by strong wind or earthquake 
4]. Scientists can monitor plants, trees and animals to better understand their 
physiology. The sensor can report real-time information, even in dangerous 
environments. 
1 
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Sensor networks can improve living standards and life style. 
With the system-on-chip technology and MEMS processes, an integrated cir-
cuit which is self-powered by vibrations for controlling smart appliances wire-
lessly can be fit into a very small volume, such as a ring. Wearing the device, 
people can record their habits and interact with other computerized devices 
more conveniently. If a large group of sensors are used to form an ad hoc 
network at home, they can be embedded in the furniture and under the floor 
to observe their activities, which can be used to monitor the elderly [28]. It is 
very likely that sensor networks will become as common as the Internet today. 
1.2 Aims 
The objective of this research was to develop low power sensor applications 
which can be powered by batteries or non-exhaustive sources, since information 
from the environment and transmit the data via a wireless communications 
link. Therefore, the sensor applications developed under our scheme have small 
geometries, wireless communication ability and long operating time with single 
or no battery. The detailed research aims were: 
• Develop a generic platform (GP) which combines sensors and wireless 
transmission and can be used for both battery sources and vibration 
powered sources. For long-term monitoring, the scientists, based on GP, 
can design its own applications without the knowledge of low power 
integrated circuit design. 
• Optimize the electronics for a miniature, vibration-to-electrical power 
transducer. Although it does not need to be recharged, the power output 
of the transducer is extremely low and unable to directly drive off-the-
shelf circuits. 
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• Develop an application which uses both the vibration-based generator 
(VBG) and GP to implement a wireless temperature monitoring system. 
This illustrates how to integrate an application circuit with a power 
generator and provides a functional test for the VBG. 
• Develop a wireless ring input device which can be used as a general 
computer interface. In this system, a battery power is used. It illustrates 
GP can be applied to other power sources. Also, the wireless ring input 
device can be applied to stroke or gesture recognition which introduces 
a novel communication interface between human and the electronics. 
1.3 Contributions 
The main contributions of this dissertation are as follows: 
” • The issue of developing the power conversion circuitry for an AA-sized 
micro power generator was considered. As the size of a micro power 
generator (MPG) is reduced, it is a challenge to develop power manage-
ment circuit with trade-offs between size, static power consumption and 
efficiency. An optimized power management circuit was designed and 
implemented. This involved step-up conversion of the AC micro power 
transducer (MPT) i circuit to a DC value, a startup circuit and a thor-
ough analysis of the efficiency of the design. To the best of author's 
knowledge; this is the first practical AA-sized MPG with DC output. 
• A generic low power wireless sensor platform (GLPWSP) which can be 
used for a wide range of applications was developed. Applications de-
rived from GLPWSP inherits all its nice features: low power, wireless 
iThe MPT was developed by Johnny Ming Ho Lee, Neil N. H. Ching and Dr. Wen J. Li 
from the ACAE department of the Chinese University of Hong Kong. 
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connectivity, ease integration with sensors, high signal processing power 
and long period self timing. 
• A completely self powered wireless thermometer system was developed 
and it is the first such work (self powered and start-up system) reported. 
• A battery powered 2D input ring, based on GLPWSP, was implemented. 
This ring was designed to control personal computer and appliances. It 
has an IrDA transceiver which can communicate with most of portable 
consumer electronics, such as portable digital assistant (PDA), Hi-Fi, 
etc. The 2D input ring can emulate the computer mouse via an RF link 
as well as control a camera. This application demonstrates an example 
of a new application which is made possible by low power wireless sensor 
systems and to the best of the author's knowledge, is the first example 
of a ring based generic input device with no moving parts. 
0* 
1.4 Thesis Organization 
In chapter 2，a review of related work on vibration-to-electrical conversion and 
sensor circuits is given. Chapter 3 introduces the power management circuit 
for the micro power generator (MPG) and chapter 4 presents the architecture 
of the generic low power wireless sensor platform and the operational details of 
the startup module. In chapter 5 a practical micro power generator application, 
namely an RF temperature sensor is presented. In chapter 6, a battery powered 
2D input ring is presented to demonstrate a novel input method which uses 
finger motion. Finally, the conclusion and suggestions for future work are 
presented in chapter 7. 
Chapter 2 
Background and Literature 
Review 
2.1 Introduction 
Energy enables bodies to do work and energy conversions occur around us 
every day. Humans intake food to gain power to move and work. This is a 
living example of how chemical energy (in food) can be converted to mechanical 
energy (movement). 
Energy can be classified into renewable and non-renewable sources. Non-
renewable energy sources include crude oil, coal, natural gas and nuclear. Once 
consumed, the resulting work products are discarded. Portable electronics, 
such as mobile phone, PDAs, etc., are powered by electrochemical batteries. 
An electrochemical battery is a non-renewable power source, requiring recharg-
ing or replacement when exhausted. Renewable energy sources include solar 
energy, tidal energy, wind energy, etc. This chapter aims to give readers some 
background information on power sources which are commonly used for sensor 
systems or portable electronics. A review of previous wireless sensor systems 
will also be given. 
5 
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2.2 Vibration-to-Electrical Transducer 
Thanks to advances in silicon fabrication process and System-on-Chip (SoC) 
technology, modern electronic appliances are getting smaller, requires less 
power, yet achieve greater functionality. Most of them are directly powered 
by electrochemical cells. Electrochemical cells have the advantages of high 
energy capacity, are able to provide large instantaneous output current, yet 
have a compact size. However, batteries are not the ideal power source for 
long term monitoring applications because they require replacement. Turning 
ambient vibrational energy into electrical energy is an alternative renewable 
power source. Vibration-to-electrical converting methods can be classified into 
three categories [40]: electromagnetic (inductive), electrostatic (capacitive), 
and piezoelectric. Challenges for designing vibration-to-electrical transducer 
are to: 
1. model the methodology mathematically and optimize the model by sim-
ulation; fortunately, Mitechson et al. [27] discuss the architectures for 
vibration-driven micropower generators, including detailed mathematical 
modelling. 
2. improve the efficiency of the energy conversion. 
3. convert AC power to DC power as electronic components normally op-
erate on DC. 
Those converting methodologies will be reviewed in this section. AC to DC 
and DC to DC power conversion techniques will be explained in section 4.2.1. 
2.2.1 Electromagnetic (Inductive) Power Conversion 
Electromagnetic power conversion is the most well-known method which gen-
erates power using a spring, coil and a magnet. Its principle comes from Fara-
day's law: when the coils cut the magnet's field, an AC current is induced. 
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A mathematical model was constructed to model electromagnetic conversion 
system by Williams et al [55]. A simplified version is presented in chapter 3. 
Several research groups [55，2] have developed electromagnetic converters. 
Williams [55] developed a general second order linear model. He also devel-
oped an electromagnetic generator which was 1 mm thick, and thus the power 
density of the system was 10 - 15 fiW/cm^. However, Roundy [40] criticized 
that the output voltage and current for that device were too low to be rectified 
because its output voltage was much lower than a diode's forward bias voltage. 
Amirtharajah and Chandrakasan [2] designed an electromagnetic converter. 
The electromagnetic converter was designed for vibrations generated by a per-
son walking, using a vibration magnitude of about 2 cm at about 2 Hz. The 
maximum system output power was reported to be 400 jiW with measured 
voltage output of 180 mV. Its size was 4 cm x 4 cm x 10 cm and the power 
density was 2.5 jiW/cm^. 
“ Li et al [31] developed methods to improve the efficiency of springs for 
vibrational-to-electrical transducers. The main idea is to control the spiral, 
thickness and nature of materials for the spring, so that the quality factor Q 
of spring is optimized (becomes sharp) at particular frequencies. Therefore, 
at the desired frequency, the spring is resonant and it converts most of energy 
from vibration to electrical form. In 2000，Li et al [24] had demonstrated a 
magnet-based generator with total volume of 4.7 cm^ which was able to drive 
an off-the-shelf circuit from vibrations with amplitude � 1 5 0 fim and frequency 
105 Hz, Its power output was measured as 830 fiW and its power density was 
calculated as 176.59 iiW/cm^. 
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2.2.2 Electrostatic(Capadtive) Power Conversion 
Others have proposed to generate power from two precharged metal plates 
under vibration. The simple circuit in figure 2.1 illustrates the idea of electro-
static power conversion. When two precharged metal plates are separated by 
distance d, they form a capacitor. The voltage, capacitance and energy stored 
at the capacitor are given by equations 2.1. 
V = I 
SQIW 
C - Q 
^ - V 
Q2 
E = % (2.1) 
where Q is the charge on the plates, V is the voltage across the capacitor, E 
is the stored energy at capacitor, I is the length of the plate, w is the width 
of the plate, and £：0 is the dielectric constant of free space. Imagine that two 
metal plates are vibrated by external force (separation d varies), the voltage 
across two metal plates varies if the plates' charges are kept constant. If the 
voltage across output capacitor and vibrated capacitor are the same initially, 
the voltage across the output capacitor will be charged to the maximum voltage 
output of the vibrated capacitor (assuming an ideal diode). Therefore, the 
vibrational energy is converted to energy stored on the output capacitor. 
N 
• / . . . . , . + + + + + + 
Vibrated ^ , , 
V(init)=Vinit ，？；^、,,, 
Vmin)=Vmin VouJmrt)=V,n,t 
.V(max)=Vmax … | … ————Vo_mal)=Vmax 
Figure 2.1: A simple circuit illustrates the idea of electrostatic power conversion 
[40]. 
Meninger et al [25] proposed to fabricate two comb-like metal plates inside 
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a chip. For first time usage, metal plates are precharged. AC current is 
induced during vibration. The predicted power output was 8.6 jiW for volume 
of 1.5 cm X 0.5 cm X 1 mm from a vibration source at 2.52 kHz, giving a 
predicted power density of 114.6 fiW/cm^. 
Roundy [40] reported a macro-scale electrostatic converter was as shown 
in figure 2.2. At an operation frequency of 100 Hz, the output power was 
measured to be 1 nW for a 9 DC source which was used to maintain the 
charges on the plates. 
• 圓 
i ^ S a ^ H H ^ I 
Figure 2.2: Photograph of Roundy's macro-scale electrostatic converter [40]. Photo 
courtesy of Shad Roundy 
2.2.3 Piezoelectric Power Conversion 
Piezoelectric material, ie. polycrystalline ceramic can produce electrical charges 
when mechanically deformed. The material is processed in a large electrical 
field which orients its crystalline structure in the direction of the external field. 
The processed polycrystalline ceramic can vary its voltage if it is elongated or 
compressed by an external force. The equations for a piezoelectric materials 
are given in equations 2.2. 
D = eE + d(7 ( 2 . 2 ) 
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where 5 is mechanical strain, a is mechanical stress, Y is the modulus of 
elasticity (Young's Modulus), d is the piezoelectric strain coefficient, E is the 
electric field, D is the electrical displacement (charge density), e is the dielectric 
constant of the piezoelectric material. 
Roundy [40] implemented three piezoelectric generators. Two are shown 
in figures 2.3 (Roundy's design 1) and 2.4 (Roundy's design 3). For input 
vibration at SbHz and 2.25 m/s^, the maximum power output was reported 
as 207 fiW and 90 [iW for a resistive load and capacitive load respectively. 
Roundy's design 1 was regulated by a piezoelectric circuit (shown in figure 
2.5) to power a wireless transmitter at 1% duty cycle. The piezoelectric cir-
cuit contains a full-wave rectifier and a inductor-based step-down regulator. 
The full-wave rectifier changes the AC input to DC (2 — 12 Then the 
rectified input is down converted to 1.5 or 3 DC by a switch mode regu-
lator. Roundy's design 3 was a large version of design 1. Its maximum power 
output was measured to be 1700 fiW. It was tested to drive the MICA node 
shown in figure 2.6. The maximum demonstrated power densities of Roundy's 
piezoelectric generators were 207 fiW/cm^ and 335 fiW/cm^ for design 1 and 
design 3 respectively. 
Figure 2.3: Photograph of Roundy's Figure 2.4: Photograph of Roundy's 
piezoelectric generator (Design 1) piezoelectric generator (Design 3) 
[40]. Photo courtesy of Shad Roundy [40]. Photo courtesy of Shad Roundy 
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Figure 2.5: Photograph of power circuit of piezoelectric generator [40]. Photo 
courtesy of Shad Roundy 
2.3 Wireless Sensor Platform Examples 
2.3.1 MICA[13] from UC Berkeley[49 
§T 
Hill and Culler reported a wireless platform for deeply embedded networks 
called MICA. MICA is a small and low-cost wireless sensor. It consists of a 
TRIOOO radio transceiver, ATEMGA 103 microcontroller, FPGA hardware ac-
celerators, DS2401 unique ID tag, 4-Mbit flash and a power regulator MAX1678. 
The photograph and block diagram of MICA node are shown in figures 2.6 and 
2.7 respectively. The MICA node is controlled by a software operating sys-
tem, TinyOS [50], designed for networked sensor applications. The operation 
of a MICA is as follows: For power saving, MICA activates itself every five 
minutes (programmable). It then measures the environment via its sensor. 
A MICA node has an analog-to-digital converter (ADC), for interface to the 
sensor. MICA has a microcontroller as well as a control unit and a hardware 
FPGA accelerator which can be programmed to do any kind of digital signal 
processing to process the input data. The RF transceiver provides a wireless 
medium to communicate with other nodes in an ad hoc networking manner. 
Chapter 2 Background and Literature Review 12 
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l i i i i n 
Figure 2.6: Photograph of MICA node [40] 
The developers of the MICA system had put the whole system into an ASIC 
to further reduce the size and power. 
51-pi I/O expansion connector 
Digital I/O Eight ^ alog p^^ g i^ing 
I'us lines 
Coprocessor 
DS2401 unique ID  
Atmega103 microcontroller 
4-Mbit external flash 
； r ^ S I I a 二 I I Power 一 n - 1 6 7 8 ( 3 7 
Y  
z TR1000 radio transceiver 
‘ Figure 2.7: Block diagram of MICA node [13] 
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2.3.2 WINS[48] from UCLA[51 
The Wireless Integrated Network Sensors (WINS) project started at UCLA 
in 1993. WINS is an ASIC version of MICA without operating system. The 
measured power consumption was 110 fiA with 3 V supply and multi-hop 
communication. Figure 2.8 shows WINS node architecture. The size of chip 
was 2160 X 2554 iim? in a 0.6 iim CMOS process [54 . 
Spectrum 
Sensor 广 ^ , — > 
analyzer 劣 
1 _ _ _ _ J Wireless 
Control network 
interface 
ADC 丄 buffer 
C Z _ _ ] I ^ 
Figure 2.8: WINS node architecture [48] 
2.3.3 Wong's Infrared System[5 
An external-triggered infrared system developed at the Chinese University 
of Hong Kong used a quadruple! circuit as the voltage step up circuit for 
the micro-power generator mentioned before. An infrared temperature sensor 
application was also implemented to evaluate the performance of the micro-
power generator. The schematic diagram of infrared sensor system is shown 
on figure 2.9. It consists of a quadruple!, an IR transmitter SM5021 [16], a 
microcontroller SX28 [47] and a temperature sensor DS1620 [43]. The circuit 
was verified to operate correctly at 1.8 V. Since the average output of micro-
power generator was about 400 nW, it could not directly power the system. 
The generator was first used to charge up a 1.2 mF capacitor, which in turn 
was used to power the IR transmitter. An IR signal could be sent to receiver 
every time a key was pressed. The signal was a 140.8 ms IR pulse train. For 
a 2.0 V power supply, the current drawn during a key press was measured to 
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be 1.5 mA and, in standby mode, 2.4 (lA. 58 s was taken to charge up the 
capacitor for the first activation, and 30 s was required to recharge the system 
in subsequent activations. 
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Figure 2.9: Wong's Infrared system block diagram [5] 
2.4 Summary 
In this chapter, vibrational-to-electrical conversion methodologies and some 
low power wireless sensor platforms were covered. They are divided into three 
categories: electromagnetic, electrostatic and piezoelectric. For electrostatic 
conversion, Meninger et al created a SoC solution with simulated power density 
of 114.6 iiW/cm^. Li et al implemented an electromagnetic generator which 
was able to drive a thermometer circuit with infrared transmission link. Its 
measured power density was 176.59 iiW/crn^. Roundy [40] demonstrated a 
piezoelectric generator with power density of 207 iiW/cm^ which was able to 
power a 1.5 V wireless transmitter, and thus, this generator has the highest 
rating on power density. 
For low power wireless sensors, MICA [13] and WINS [48] both are well-
known. MICA designed by UC Berkeley, is a commercial sensor node which 
can form a multi-hop network to monitor a region. It was estimated to have 
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a 10 years battery life using with 2 AA-size alkaline batteries. MICA has an 
component-based operating system which reduces the code size and software 
development time. WINS designed by UCLA, is like an ASIC version of MICA 
without operating system. It was measured to consume 110 jiA at 3 V supply. 
Chapter 3 
Micro Power Generator 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, AA-size Micro Power Generator (MPG) is presented. The in-
formation provided is a summary of two papers co-published by the ACAE [29 
and CSE [30] departments of the Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK). 
Interested parties should refer to the original references [23, 5 . 
The AA-size MPG consists of a tripler and two Micro Power Transducers 
(MPT). Both MPTs can be connected in series or in parallel. To provide 
large drive current, MPTs should be connected in parallel, otherwise, serial 
connection would give higher output voltage. The MPT is the key component 
to convert ambient mechanical energy (from vibration) into electrical energy. It 
consists of an inner housing, a MEMS spring with designable spring constant k, 
a 7V45 grading rare earth permanent magnet which has mass m and magnetic 
field strength B, copper coil of length I. The inner housing is to secure the 
spring with magnet attached on. In figure 3.1，the illustrative drawing shows 
the orientation of outer and inner housing, magnet and the resonating spring 
of MPT. 
MPT generates AC power when the whole system is vibrated. When the 
generator housing is vibrated with an amplitude Yt, the magnet will then 
vibrate with an amplitude Zt. This relative movement causes magnetic flux to 
16 
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cut through the coil. According to Faraday's law of electromagnetic induction, 
voltage is induced in the loop of coil. The average power output P of the 
vibration-induced power generating system can be derived as 3.1: 
P - se斯叫/ 
—[1 — ( • ) � + y … 
where & is the electrical damping factor, YQ is the input vibration amplitude, 
uj is the input vibration angular frequency, cj„ is the resonance frequency of the 
spring-mass system and ^ is the sum of the electrical and mechanical damping 
factors of the system. From the equation 3.1, at resonance, the average power 
and voltage output is maximized: 
P = ^ (3.2) 
V = 學 (3.3) 
, According to equations 3.2 and 3.3，both power and voltage output are at 
maximum when the system is at resonance with maximum amplitude and 
electrical damping factor. 
Micro ^ 
^ .Magnet energy j ^ m 
� ^ ^ transducer ^ h b s F 
Inner m ^ g r 
housing \ J H B B ^ 
‘ (a) (b) 
Figure 3.1: Illustrations of: (a) Inner structure of the micro power generator; (b) 
the AA-size micro power generator which is integrated with a power-management 
circuit. Photo courtesy of Johnny M. H. Lee 
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3.2 MEMS Resonator 
The key design issue for the MPT is to fabricate a spring with controllable 
resonance frequency. A variety of materials were studied, and copper found to 
be the best material for the spring, since it has relatively low Young's modulus 
and high yield stress compared to silicon. Brass, titanium and 55-Ni-45-Ti may 
be alternatives for special operating environment. For example, 55-Ni-45-Ti 
can be used in situations where low resonance frequency is required. 
Currently, two MEMS techniques were explored to obtain the spiral res-
onating spring: laser-micromachinery and lithographic electroplating. 
3.2.1 Laser-machinery 
A Q-switch (Nd:YAG 1.06 iim wavelength) laser was used to micromachine 
the spiral resonating spring. The SEM photo of the resulting spring is shown 
‘ in figure 3.2. A copper spring with diameter of 8 mm and 0.1 mm thickness 
was used for first generation of AA-size MPG. Using a laser to cut the spring 
out from a copper disc provides accurate control of the spiral of the spring. 
However, the thickness of spring cannot be controlled and the cutting edge is 
not very smooth as shown in figure 3.2. 
3.2.2 Electroplating Fabrication 
Instead of shaping the spring with a laser, lithographic techniques can be used 
to fabricate the spring with controllable spiral dimensions and thickness. A 
1 iim thickness can be achieved using this process. The fabrication process is 
illustrated in figure 3.3. First, a gold layer is put on the substrate. The gold 
‘ layer acts as a conducting seed for the copper ions. Second, lithographic tech-
niques are used to secure a SU-8 negative PR mask on the gold layer. Third, 
copper is electroplated. Fourth, the spring is separated from the substrate. The 
springs produced by lithographic electroplating can be thinner with smoother 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3.2: SEM pictures of: (a) a laser-micromachined copper spring with diameter 
of 5 mm, (b)close-up of the copper spring; width of spring is �1 0 0 frni. Photo 
courtesy of Johnny M. H. Lee. 
edges than those produced via laser cutting, resulting in a lower resonance 
frequency. This process is also more suitable for mass production since many 
springs can be made in a single batch. 
3.3 Voltage Multiplier 
The AC output voltage (Kms = 450 mV) supplied by the MPT is not suit-
able for driving a conventional digital circuit. A Voltage Multiplier (VM) 
was introduced to step up and rectify the AC output of two MPTs to pro-
duce a DC voltage. The circuits shown in figure 3.4 are a voltage doubler, 
tripler and quadruple!. The output characteristics of a quadruple! compared 
with a tripler and "doubler are shown in figure 3.5. As can be seen, voltage 
quadrupler is made by cascading two voltage doublers. The principle of the 
voltage doubler is first explained. The doubler contains two diodes and two 
capacitors. The number describes a node label eg. V(2,i) means the voltage 
of capacitor C：. VAC represents the amplitude of input sine-wave and are two 
half-wave rectifier circuits in series. Observe its behavior for sine wave input 
on first stage rectifier. The positive half cycles bring the voltage of node 1 
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Figure 3.3: Copper spring fabrication process. Photo courtesy of Johnny M. H. Lee 
from ground to VAC- The negative half cycles charge up Ci by introducing 
current from ground terminal of diode Di. By superposition, V2, with respect 
to ground, is a sine-wave offset to VAC- The second stage rectifies this offset 
sine-wave. Thus, a doubled output voltage is produced. A voltage quadruple! 
can be thought as two voltage doublers DBi and DB2. DBi doubles the Ke/ 
of DB2 with respect to VAC- Based on Ke/, DB2 quadruples and rectifies the 
input. The PSpice simulation in figure 3.6 shows that time is required for the 
voltage multiplier to achieve the final output, mainly due to the charging up 
time of capacitor Ci and output capacitor C3. The prototype circuit was built 
using KEMET type T491 10 /LLF, 10 capacitors and Toshiba 1SS374 silicon 
epitaxial schottky barrier Type diodes. The 1SS374 diode was chosen as it has 
relatively low forward voltage (0.23 V) which allows an increase in efficiency 
of the quadruple!. KEMET T491 tantalum capacitors are used because these 
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make the rectifying circuit compact and have lower leakage. A capacitor of 
1.0 mF is connected with the quadrupler and acts as a reservoir to store the 
electrical energy generated by the MPG. The reservoir capacitor also acts as 
a decoupling capacitor to smooth the output of voltage multiplier. 
Doubler 
1 CI 2 3 — �D B 2 
J T V �� DB1 /-n ‘ d 4 � � � � � � � � � � � 
十 I f j l 1 “1 T、：：丨• 
\ I 虫C 1 � : : : � � J [ D 3 士C4 i 
^ � Ae_ n r ^ / 
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. M . 巴 . V o u t ^ I _ _ 、、、、 
I p l l ^ ' l “ / AD1 �� 
L - S ^ ' o � � �i i — — / - I 
1 +C1 去 V 乂“ 
Figure 3.4: The schematics of voltage doubler, tripler and quadrupler [14] 
3.4 Modeling, Simulations and Measurements 
The micro power generator was integrated as shown in figure 3.9 and tested 
using a vibration drum (shown in figure 3.8) and signal generator. The input 
acceleration was measured as 4.63 m/s^ with an accelerometer attached on 
vibration drum. Figure 3.10 shows the photo of the MPG. Our MPG weighs 
10.5 gram about half the weight of a typical alkaline cell. Two transducers 
were observed using a stroboscope and oscilloscope. They were vibrated in 3 
different modes X, Y and Z. The experiment showed that the spring delivers 
more energy when the mass experiences translational and rotational vibration, 
rather than horizontal vibration. It is because the former vibration mode 
provides higher rate of change in magnetic flux than the latter. 
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Figure 3.5: The output characteristics for voltage doubler, tripler and quadrupler 
with different loading (simulated by PSpice, OrCAD) 
Two experiments were further set up, in order to determine the charac-
teristics of MPT with voltage multiplier. The experiment apparatus setup is 
shown in figure 3.7 and the results are shown in figure 3.11 to 3.14. The first 
experiment collected information which can be modeled the MPTs, so that the 
PSpice simulation-can be applied to judge which voltage multiplier is the best 
option for MPTs. From figure 3.11, the output power of two coils in series was 
estimated to be 20 to 120 \ M for 1 kQ to 30 kQ loads. And the power density 
of two MPTs was estimated as 53.1 fiW/cm^ (see table 3.1 for comparisons on 
different V-to-E technologies) • For simplicity, two coils were modeled as an AC 
source with an internal resistance Rint, whose value was measured as 1030 Q 
(from the curve slope in figure 3.12). Based on this AC model, a number of 
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Figure 3.6: PSpice simulation for voltage doubler with C = 10 /xF and Rioad = 
350 kn 
PSpice simulations were performed on voltage multipliers (doubler, tripler and 
quadruple!). Tripler was selected from other VMs to test with MPTs since it 
outperformed others in PSpice simulations. From figure 3.13 and 3.14 show the 
relationship between power input/output and the input voltage of the tripler. 
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Input 
acceleration Power Output Size (丑， Power density 
{Ampl. or {Power, V ^ ) (L, W) or D) {fiW/cm^) 
accel.，f)  
W i l l i a m s [55] = - - - 10 - 15 = 
Amirtharajah and 2 cm, 400 fjiW, A cm x A cm 
Chandrakasan [2] 2 Hz 180 mVrms x 10 cm . ‘  
r . 150 irni, 830 /iW, 1-5 cm ^yg 59 
L j 1 0 5 H z 1 . 4 1 4 Vrms x ( l ) V cm^ . 
~ ； ^ ^ - 8.6 IJLW 1 m m x ^ . N 
Menmger [25] 饥沾 _ 1.5 cm x 0.5 cm 
Roundy [40] 2.25 m / V , 207 fiW ^ ^ 
design 1 85 Hz 12 Vdc  
Roundy [40] 2.25 m/s?， 1700 fiW 5 ^ 徵 3 ^ 
design 3 85 Hz 12 Vdc ；  
Two MPTs 4 6 3 1 7 ^ 120 n W 2 cmx “ 
in series 80 Hz 2.4 Km. (0-6)^7r cm^  
Table 3.1: Comparisons between different vibration-to-electrical transducers 
_ ^ B i l 
I I W I . 
Figure 3.9: Illustrative drawing Figure 3.10: MPG (left) weighs less than 
for micro power generator. Photo the normal AA-size battery (right). Photo 
courtesy of Johnny M. H. Lee courtesy of Johnny M. H. Lee 
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Figure 3.7: The experiment apparatus for measuring MPG coils characteristics. 
E H 
Figure 3.8: Vibration drum. Photo courtesy of Johnny M. H. Lee 
The voltage multiplier is a device to convert AC to DC power. Some per-
formance metrics are introduced to quantify the performance of the converters. 
Available stored energy The MPG is too weak to power off-the-shelf cir-
cuits in a continuous manner. Input energy will be stored in a storage 
capacitor and released in bursts as required. This method is the so-
called Duty Cycle Approach (DCA). The MPG can be applied to any 
off-the-shelf circuit with startup module (its details are covered in chap-
ter 4). Startup module controls the amount of energy stored in stor-
age capacitor Cstorage with voltages across Cstorage, VthiH) and VTH{L). 
Available Stored Energy (ASE) is defined as stored energy in capacitor 
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Figure 3.11: Output power versus load resistance for two MPG coils in series stim-
ulated at 70.5Hz 
which can be released at once after each charging finished, in the other 
words, the energy flows into Cstorage from Vgtorage cap = VthiL) rising to 
Vstorage cap = Vth[H). Mathematically, ASE=\x [Vth[Hf - Vth{Lf). 
Startup time (ST) is defined as the elapsed time required to charge the po-
tential of storage capacitor from zero to Vth{H) via the MPG. 
Recharge time (RT) is defined as the elapsed time required to charge the 
storage capacitor from Vth{L) to Vth{H) via the MPG. 
Average input power Input Energy (IE) is required to charge Cstorage from 
a'low threshold voltage Vth{L) to a high threshold voltage Vth(H). Aver-
age Input Power (AIP) is defined as input energy per unit charge time. 
Mathematically, AIP =藉.Higher rating on AIP means poor perfor-
mance. 
Energy efficiency This term is to measure the efficiency of a device from 
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Figure 3.12: Load voltage versus load current for two MPG coils in series stimulated 
at 70.5Hz 
the view of energy. Energy Efficiency (EE) is defined as available stored 
energy per unit input energy. In mathematically, EE = ^ f ^ x 100%. 
Higher rating on EE means better performance. 
Output load (Capacitive and Resistive) The output, of VM will be con-
nected to a storage capacitor and a resistive load. Because the duty 
cycle approach requires a large storage capacitor, typically 1 mF, so the 
output capacitance will dominate the resistive load. The resistive load 
represents the loading from startup module and application circuit in 
shutdown/sleep mode. Therefore, the resistive loads in the simulations 
are typically small, in the range of 50 kCt to 500 kO, (equivalent loading 
of startup module). Energy dissipated in the resistive load is not consid-
ered useful energy, so it will not be included to the calculation of output 
power. The useful energy refers to energy stored in capacitor, ASE. 
A proposed simulation circuit contained a test VM, a resistor {Hint) and 
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Figure 3.13: Output power versus load voltage of two MPG coils in series stimulated 
at 70.5Hz 
t> 
a AC source {Vp-p = 2.4，f = 70.6 Hz). The storage capacitor of VM is 
1 mF. They were connected in series. Three predefined groups of threshold 
voltages (Vth{L), Vth{H)) and corresponding ASE were used. Table 3.2 shows 
the relationship between threshold voltages and ASE. The criteria for choosing 
threshold voltages were based on the minimum input voltage requirement of 
DC-DC converters and startup module used in proposed low power wireless 
sensor system in chapter 4. VMs were evaluated with average input power, 
energy efficiency, -startup time and recharge time on different resistive load. 
The simulation results are shown in figures 3.15 to 3.26. From figures 3.15 
to 3.17' low order VM works better than higher order VM in view of the 
average input power required. A doubler takes less power to store a particular 
amount of energy than tripler does, and a tripler takes less than a quadrupler. 
However, a doubler is not able to store energy when the groups' Vth(H) > 
1.8 V because the output of a loaded {load > 450 kfi, the equivalent loading 
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Figure 3.14: Output power versus input voltage of tripler 
‘ of our application circuit in standby mode) doubler can't achieve > 1.8 V. 
From figures 3.18 to 3.20, tripler is more efficient than the quadrupler for 
converting power. From figures 3.21 to 3.26, a tripler takes more time to 
startup or recharge than a quadrupler generally. Thus a tripler was chosen 
to be incorporated into the MPG because its overall performance meets the 
requirements at {VTH{H) = 1.8 V, VTH{L) = 1.4 V). Its AIG is around lOO/xJs"^ 
which is close to the maximum power output of two MPGs. Also, it got the 
modest rating at full range of tested load (50 /cQ to 500 kQ) for charging voltage 
level from VTH{L) = 1.4 V to VTH{H) = 1.8 The comparison ofVMs is mainly 
concentrated on energy efficiency and average input power at charging voltage 
level {VTH{L) = 1.4, VTH{H) = 1.8) because the minimum switch threshold low 
> for startup circuit is 1.35 V. Energy stored at the capacitor below this voltage 
can not be used by application circuit directly. The startup time of tripler 
was estimated to 32 seconds. The recharge time was estimated at 18 seconds, 
and the energy efficiency was estimated to be 53%, with average input power 
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偏1)，\/“丑)）| ASE 
~(rQ"V^,l-4 V) 0.48 mJ 
(1.4 V,1.8 V) 0.64 mJ 
(1.8 y,2.2 V) 0.8 mJ 
Table 3.2: The relationship between threshold voltages and ASE 
below IQOfiW. 
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Figure 3.15: Average input power versus resistive load for Vth{H) = 1.4 V and 
Vth{L) = 1.0 V (simulated by PSpice) 
3.5 Summary 
Vibration-to-electrical transducers were not a new research topic in 2004. 
Many researchers used classical techniques to convert vibration into electrical 
power. The MPG outperforms other techniques in energy-to-density because 
MPT contains a high Q spring, which was made by lithographic electroplating 
on accurate mathematical model. The other useful feature of our MPG is that 
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Figure 3.16: Average input power versus resistive load for Vth{H) = 1.8 V and 
Vth{L) = 1.4 7 (simulated by PSpice) 
it can power any off-the-shelf circuits. In section 4.2.1, the startup module 
and its duty-cycle operating mechanism will be discussed. 
Finally, two evaluation metrics were introduced to quantify the perfor-
mance of different VMs. A tripler was chosen for the MPG because of its 
overall performance. The metrics can be applied to evaluate any duty cycled 
AC-DC power converters. 
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Figure 3.17: Average input power versus resistive load for VTH{H) = 2.2 V and 
VTH{L) = 1.8 V (simulated by PSpice) 
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Figure 3.18: Energy efficiency versus resistive load for VTH{H) = 1.4 V and VTH{L)= 
1.0 V (simulated by PSpice) 
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Figure 3.19: Energy efficiency versus resistive load for Vth(H) = 1.8 V and Vth{L)= 
1.4 V (simulated by PSpice) 
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Figure 3.20: Energy efficiency versus resistive load for Vth{H) = 2.2 V and Vth{L)= 
1.8 V (simulated by PSpice) 
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PSpice) 
startup time vs Resistive load for V^(H)=1.8V 
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Recharge time vs Resistive load for V,j^ (H)=1.4V and V,^(L)=1 .OV 
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Recharge time vs Resistive toad for ,8V and .4V 
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Chapter 4 
Low Power Wireless Sensor 
Platform 
4.1 Introduction 
For long-term monitoring applications, vibrational-to-electrical power trans-
ducers are a good power source option because they provide a non-exhaustible 
supply. In many applications, however, the transducer must be small, typi-
cally of same order of magnitude to sensor circuit and this limits the power 
generated to a range of few hundred micro-watts if the volume is constrained 
to 1 cm^ to 3 cm3. Besides power considerations, designing wireless sensors in-
volves many tradeoffs. In this chapter, the architecture of a low power wireless 
sensor will be covered. 
4.2 Generic Platform 
A Generic Platform (GP) is proposed to fulfill the requirements of general 
monitoring applications. The block diagram of the GP is shown in figure 4.1. 
The GP will be powered by a battery or a micropower generator as described 
in chapter 3. The power source is connected to a power management circuit 
which consists of a startup module and power regulator. The startup module 
37 
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acts as an active switch between the application circuit and power source. It 
will monitor the voltage level of power source and activate the application 
circuit only when the stored energy is sufficient. Because the output voltage 
level of power source will vary within a defined range, a power regulator is 
introduced to step up/down the voltage so that a stable supply voltage can be 
presented to the application circuit. 
The application circuit consists of a microprocessor, an Analog-to-Digital 
Converter (ADC), secondary storage, long period timer and some sensor pe-
ripherals. The microprocessor controls the system's peripherals and the data 
communication between them. The microprocessor must have General Purpose 
Input Output pins which connect and exchange data with the digital sensors. 
For sensor with analog output, an ADC acts as a voltage interface which digi-
tizes the analog output of the sensors. The secondary storage is a non-volatile 
device which stores system information and post-processed data from the mi-
• croprocessor. The long period timer should be driven by a crystal operated at 
low frequency. It can trigger the microprocessor with a pre-programmed pe-
riod to wake the system from sleep mode or to make a time record. The sensor 
peripherals monitor or measure the behaviors or changes of the environment. 
The GP can communicate with other GPs or computing hosts via its wireless 
RF transmitter (one-way) or Infrared transceiver (two-ways). 
4.2.1 Startup Module and Power Management 
Startup Module 
The startup circuit is not a part of the MPG. However, it is essential for 
the MPG because it guarantees that the application circuit (loading of MPG) 
activates at the right time. The startup module only applies power to the 
application circuit when the voltage at the output of the tripler exceeds a 
fixed threshold, Vth{H). Without the startup module, the application circuit 
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Figure 4.1: Generic platform block diagram 
will begin to operate well before the minimum voltage required for correct 
operation is reached, a large current consumption. This results in a situation 
in which the voltage at the output of the tripler cannot continue to rise as 
shown in figure 4.2. The schematic of the startup module is shown in figure 
4.4. Three resistors connected to positive input of comparator set the hysteresis 
of the startup module, i.e. the value oiVth{H) and Vth(L). Equation 4.1 shows 
the calculation [32] to determine the resistor values shown in figure 4.4. The 
output of startup circuit is active-high. It will switch on the NMOS transistor 
Ti when the supply voltage is higher than Vth{H) and will switch off J \ when 
the supply voltage drops lower than VthiL). Thus, acts as a power switch 
for the application circuit. When turns on, a return path between system 
ground of application circuit and power ground is provided. Figure 4.3 shows 
the output characteristics of startup module and system supply. The input 
capacitor of the startup module must be large enough to provide sufficient 
energy for one time activation of the application circuit. For example, the 
wireless RF thermometer, described in chapter 5 consumes 212.62 fiJ per 
activation. Therefore a 1 mF capacitor is sufficient. Equation 4.2 shows the 
amount of energy available in a charged 1 mF capacitor with Vth{L) — 1.4 V 
and Vth{H) = 1.9 
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Figure 4.2: System supply stuck at Vth(On) without startup module 
Conversion Technique 
Conventional vibration-to-electrical transducers produce AC power. Neither 
voltage nor current is easy to store in AC form. The most common way is to 
convert the AC output to DC and store the energy in a capacitor or battery. 
The former is preferred since capacitors suffer less from self-discharge (in the 
[lA range). 
AC-DC For AC-DC conversion, a voltage multiplier [14] provides the simplest 
solution. It is constructed entirely from diodes and capacitors, and hence 
does not need a DC voltage supply to operate. Three types of voltage 
multipliers, described earlier in section 3.3, are shown in figure 4.5. 
DC-DC (Inductor-based Switching Regulator) A simple boost regulator 
33] is shown in figure 4.6. Imagine that the switch has been open for 
a long time. Assuming no load, the voltage at the output capacitor is 
Vin - Vdiode drop. Once the switch is closed, one end of the inductor is 
connected to ground. The diode prevents a backward current and thus 
voltage at the output is unchanged. The inductor current increases be-
fore being saturated and develops a field on the inductor. When the 
switch is open, the end of inductor (originally connected to ground) 
will virtually connect to the output because the output diode will be 
forward-biased. The stored energy in the magnetic field of the inductor 
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Figure 4.3: Output characteristics of startup module and system supply 
will be released to maintain the current which flows out to the output 
before the stored energy vanishes. The voltage across the inductor will 
be greater than the output voltage (VL > l^ut), and charge will be trans-
ferred to the capacitor. To maintain a desired output voltage level, the 
switching process must not be interrupted. To achieve high efficiency, 
the switching on/off time must be tuned so that the inductor is almost 
saturated. Microprocessors with built-in inductor-based switching regu-
lators are available [26]. In figure 4.7, a simplified schematic diagram of 
the internal switching regulator of the PSoC chip from Cypress [42] is 
shown. 
DC-DC (Capacitor-based Voltage Converter) Capacitor-based voltage con-
verters use capacitors to store and transfer energy. Since the capacitor 
can't change voltage levels abruptly, multiple capacitors and switches 
may be used to step up/down input voltage. Also, the maximum drive 
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of startup module 
. current for capacitor-based voltage converters is low, but clean (less rip-
ple). A good introduction to capacitor-pump voltage converters can be 
found in [34]. Capacitive voltage conversion is achieved by switching a 
capacitor periodically. In figure 4.8, a circuit demonstrates the genera-
tion of -V+ from a supply voltage V -^ Two pairs of switches (Si,S3) 
and (S2,S4) are turned on/ofF alternatively. For the positive input cycle, 
(Si,S3) are closed and Cl is charged to V+. For the zero input cycle, 
(SI,S3) are opened and (S2,S4) are closed and charges sharing occurs be-
tween Cl and C2. Thus, a voltage —V+ is developed at Vout- A voltage 
of 2 V+ can be achieved by connecting the load between V+ and VOUT-
4.2.2 Control Unit 
Three different kinds of microprocessors were analyzed to judge which is the 
best to be placed in our generic platform. They are listed below: 
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• Figure 4.6: Simple boost converter [33] 
Programmable System on Chip [26] from Cypress [42] A reconfigurable 
microprocessor, Programmable System-on-Chip (PSoC). PSoC is a mi-
croprocessor embedded with analog and digital reconfigurable cells. The 
analog and digital reconfigurable cells can be configured to implement 
functional blocks, ie. analog filters, timers, temperature sensors, UARTs, 
ADCs, etc. via a module library. There are two types of analog reconfig-
urable blocks. Both are based on switch capacitor circuits to minimize 
mismatch effects. Besides the reconfigurable ability, the PSoC has many 
nice features. It has a sleep timer with 1 s period, a built-in switch 
mode pump designed for stepping up a battery input (> 1.2 V) to pre-
programmed supply voltage (say 3.3 V) with 50 % efficiency. Figure 4.7 
shows the schematic diagram of the switch mode pump in the PSoC. 
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Microcontroller with integrated PLL - Atmel Smart RF [7] This wire-
less data microtransmitter was designed for Remote Keyless Entry sys-
• terns (RKE). It has a built-in Phase Lock Loop (PLL) and Power am-
plifier (PA), so that only an external inductor and a crystal are required 
for the wireless transmission. The Intermediate Frequency (IF) can be 
selected from 264 - 456 MHz. The IF is controlled by the natural fre-
quency of the crystal (for Atmel Smart RF, fip = 24 x fcrystal)- Atmel 
Smart RF implements On-Off Keying (OOK) modulation or Frequency 
Shift Keying (FSK) modulation by changing the configuration of inter-
nal capacitor arrays. To improve transmission rate, an internal timer 
(bit timer) is used to control, pulse/space encoding. Atmel Smart RF 
has 128 Bytes of non-volatile storage and six I/O pins. Finally, it is 
worthwhile to mention that it can be programmed with a couple of pins 
in PC format. 
Ultra-low power microcontroller - TI MSP430 [20] This 16-bit Micro 
Control Unit (MCU) was designed for ultralow power applications. It 
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has five power modes and interval timers. In power mode 3, the power 
consumption of the MCU is as small as 2 iiA with 3 V supply. The 
interval timer sourced by a 32 kHz crystal can wake up the system from 
power mode 3 6 s intervals. This MCU has GPIO pins which can cause 
individual of interrupts. Some versions of the MSP430 have built-in mod-
ules such as ADCs and DACs for analog peripherals. This MCU also has 
flash memory for storage. 
These MCUs have tradeoffs, and are evaluated in chapter 5. 
4.2.3 Input Units (Sensor Peripherals) 
In this section, three kinds of sensors are introduced which enable the generic 
platform to measure temperature, sense motion and measure the sound level. 
Temperature sensor TMPlOO [19 
There are many ways to measure temperature. The simplest way is to measure 
the voltage across a thermistor which connects with resistor and voltage source 
in series. However, this may require an ADC to translate the analog voltage 
level into digital form for the MCU. Texas Instructment's (TI) TMPlOO is 
a digital temperature sensor which provides a digital output, simplifying its 
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interface. The TMPlOO takes at most 75 ms to make a 9-bit temperature 
conversion with current consumption of 70 fiA at 3 V. It can be shut down 
with a very low quiescent current consumption, typically 0.1 — 1 fiA and comes 
in a 3 mm x 3 mm x 1.45 mm package. 
iMEMS accelerometer [15 
The iMEMS accelerometer is a 5 mm x 5 mm x 2 mm monolithic IC from 
Analog Device, Inc. It measures both dynamic and static acceleration for 
single or double axis. The outputs are analog voltage or digital signals whose 
duty cycles (ratio of pulsewidth to period) are proportional to acceleration. 
An ADC or a counter can be used to decode the output of the accelerometer, 
the period being set by an external resistor. The accelerometer can achieve 
2mg {g stands for gravitational force, typically 9.8 resolution at 60 Hz 
bandwidth. It operates at supply voltage 3 — 5.25 V with supply current 
• < 0.6 mA. 
Digital microphone from BSE [9] and National [44 
A microphone is a pressure-to-electrical transducer. It converts sound to a 
small analog signal. A conventional Electret Condenser Microphone (ECM) 
contains a JFET preamplifier. Conventional ECMs have low noise immunity 
due to its analog output. Aire van Rhijn [52] reported that a digital ECM 
to improve Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) compared to an analog ECM. The 
idea is to replace the JFET by a preamplifier and a sigma-delta modulator. 
Therefore the output becomes digital. The digital ECM has four pins: Vcc 
(power), Clock-in, Data-out and Vss (ground) and is easily interfaced. The 
sound level can be acquired by averaging the accumulated output of the sigma 
delta modulator. 
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4.2.4 Output Units (Wireless Transmitters) 
Infrared and radio frequencies are two common mediums for wireless trans-
mission. Their details are covered below: 
Infrared 
Infrared transmission requires line-of-sight, although reflection is allowed at 
a smooth surface, ie. metal plate, mirror, etc. It is commonly adopted in 
remote controls, RKE system where short range and low transmission rates 
are acceptable. An infrared Light Emitting Diode (LED) is sufficient to form 
an infrared transmitter. Modern portable electronics use infrared transceivers 
to form short range communication links. 
Radio Frequency 
.. Radio Frequency (RF) transmitters do not require line-of-sight. RF transmit-
ter can be constructed by LC circuits (LC), PLLs or Surface Accoustic Wave 
(SAW) components. 
LC A single-transistor FM transmitter was built to test its performance [11 . 
The schematic of FM transmitter is shown in figure 4.9. The FM trans-
mitter was designed to work in the commercial FM radio band 88 -
108 MHz with a 2 V^  supply. Data in digital form can be input to the 
circuit. Ci and C2 forms a potential divider to reduce the AC signal 
to 1/10 of its original value. Qi acts as a common base oscillator, with 
feedback provided by C4. Ri provides the bias for the transistor, and R2 
provides emitter bias. A 2N2222A VHF transistor was chosen for the 
oscillator. Any NPN transistor operating at 500 MHz or above should 
work with different modulation characteristics. The tank circuit Li and 
C3, along with stray circuit and transistor collector-to-base capacitances, 
determine the frequency of oscillation. The collector-to-base capacitance 
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is a function of collector-base voltage, and this voltage is modulated 
by the input voltage from Ci, causing direct frequency modulation of 
the oscillator frequency. Because the oscillator power output also varies 
with collector voltage, some AM components will also be present. The 
FM broadcast is approximately at a 3-meter wavelength (100 MHz) 
approximately. C3 is approximately 8 pf and the transistor and stray 
capacitances are approximately 2 - 5 p f . Li is 0.25 fiH. C5 is used 
as a DC-blocking capacitor and is generally around the same value as 
the tank-tuning capacitor for optimal performance. As for antenna, it 
is usually made about one-forth of a wavelength and for 100 MHz, is 
about 70 cm. However, for short ranges, up to 7.5 meters, radiation from 
the circuit or coupling on supply rails is adequate for transmission. An 
experimental transmitter was implemented and it consumed « 300 fiA 
with 2.3 V supply in continuous transmission mode. Its transmission 
“ range was about 1.5 meters. The calculation of power consumption and 
transmission range is presented in equations 4.3 and 4.4. 
Assume that the supply voltage is 2 V, current consumption is 300 jiA, 
transistor Qi is a 2N2222A which has gain = 40 and forward voltage 
Vf = 0.6 V, commercial radio's sensitivity is 0.01 mW. No antenna is 
required which reduces the transmission power to 30 %. The steps for 
calculation are listed below [11]: 
1. Define the input swing, here it is 0 V to 3 ^ at the input of Ci. 
The input is coupled to node between Ci and Q2 and reduces the 
‘ maximum input voltage to 0.3 V. 
2. Calculate voltage VE across resistor on emitter of Qi. 
3. Use current gain equation to calculate IB. 
4. Calculate base resistor of Qi, RB. 
5. Calculate emitter resistor of Qi, RE. 
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6. Calculate output power of transistor Qi. 
7. Calculate ideal transmission range. 
8. Calculate effective transmission range when there is no antenna and 
obstacle between transmitter and emitter. 
” 2 - 0 . 6 … • 
Vbias = - ^ — + 0.6 
= 1 . 3 
T/ 2 — 0.6 
=0.7 V 
IB = i 
_ 300 /i 
= 4 0 + 1 
= 7 . 3 1 7 ijlA 
n — 2 - 1 . 3 
^ 彻-7：317^ 
= 9 5 . 6 7 /cQ 
RE = ^ 
= 2 . 3 m 
2 _ Q g 
Ptransistor = ( 2 ) X 3 0 0 / i 
= 0 . 3 9 mW (4.3) 
Tx Distancevwea；=、广.39 m 
V 0.01 m 
= 
= 6 . 2 4 meters 
- Tx Distsinceeffective = 6.24 x 30% 
= 1 . 8 7 3 meters (4.4) 
PLL with crystal To provide a wide frequency-tunability and high frequency-
stability, a crystal-based frequency synthesizer using a Phase-Locked 
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Figure 4.9: Schematic of LC-based radio frequency transmitter 
Loop (PLL) [53] can be used. Figure 4.10 is a simplified diagram of 
a common single-loop PLL synthesizer. It takes a low-frequency crystal 
oscillator as a reference clock. The clock signal is fed into the R divider, 
$ 
which decreases the reference frequency via an adjustable frequency di-
vider. The frequency output of the R divider is further inserted into the 
phase comparator, which compares the phase of the R divider to that of 
the adjustable N frequency divider. The phase comparator determines 
the phase difference between the outputs of divider R and divider N. 
For a charge pump type PLL, its output is in duty-cycle format which 
is further rectified into a DC correction voltage for the VCO by the loop 
filter. The negative feedback loop makes the desire frequency lock with 
reference clock frequency from crystal oscillator, / 腳 = f r e f x A 
crystal-based PLL transmitter combines a crystal-based PLL oscillator 
with a Power Amplifier. 
Both On-Off Keying (OOK) and Frequency Modulation (FM) can be 
implemented using a PLL. For OOK, an Intermediate Frequency (IF) 
is generated by feeding crystal signal into the PLL. By-passing the IF 
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to the output denotes one and shortening the output to ground denotes 
zero. For FM, two different frequencies can be generated by changing 
the 胃 ratio slightly. The drawbacks of the PLL are: 
1. complex, since the design of loop filter is very critical. 
2. large power consumption. The PLL involves many components and 
they are ON for transmission of both zero's or one's. 
_£11： 
N divider \ l / 
Crystal- Loop filter _ 
based P HiwiH.r c o ^ a r i t a f ^ P T … P I P I Network 
Oscillator ^^^^^ 
• Figure 4.10: System block diagram of PLL with crystal 
SAW-stabilized Figure 4.11 shows a schematic diagram of SAW-stabilized 
ASK transmitter [37] which is similar to the LINX LC series transmit-
ter [46]. The Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) resonator combines with a 
wideband RF transistor to form a SAW oscillator and PA. When data is 
applied on the input switch, the oscillator is tuned on and off according 
to the input data stream. This input sequence will be amplified and 
send to matching network at output stage, then the signal will radiate 
out via antenna. The SAW-stabilized ASK transmitter is an OOK trans-
mitter which is also known as Carrier Present Carrier Absent modulation 
(CPCA) [41]. The SAW-stabilized ASK transmitter outperforms either 
LC or PLL for low power wireless sensor applications because it has good 
immunity to noise and low power consumption, since it consumes little 
power when sending 0. 
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Figure 4.11: Schematic of SAW-based On-Off Keying RF transmitter [36] 
Modulation and Coding Schemes 
This section gives a brief introduction to modulation and coding schemes. For 
more details, please refer to Say re [41 . 
The earliest radio station broadcasted using Amplitude Modulation (AM). 
Modulation is a scheme to insert baseband information (ie. voice digital data, 
analog audio/video, etc.) into RF carrier wave. AM is a modulation scheme 
which embeds the information into the envelope of the carrier wave. Frequency 
Modulation (FM) is now more widely used because of its higher fidelity com-
pared to AM. An FM signal can be generated by altering the frequency of 
the carrier according to the amplitude variation of the baseband input. The 
transmitter shown in figure 4.9 is an example of the former. Both AM and 
FM are classified as being analog modulation. 
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Modern wireless communication adopts Digital Modulation (DM) because 
it provides higher data rates and noise immunity within constrained band-
widths and noisy channels. DM involves mathematics which beyond the scope 
of this section, therefore, only the idea will be presented. 
The most common DM schemes for low-power short range data transmis-
sion are On-Off Keying (OOK) and Frequency Shifting Keying (FSK). OOK 
is a type of amplitude shift keying modulation. It represents ones and zeros 
by turning on and off the RF carrier frequency. FSK is another DM scheme 
which represents ones and zeros by two different non-harmonic frequencies, 
called mark and space. 
For infrared remote control [38], the information bitstream is modulated 
with a � 4 0 kHz frequency. The types listed below are the common codings 
for an infrared remote control: 
Pulse code varies the length of the pulses. A One is coded with longer pulse 
and a zero is coded with short pulse. 
Space code varies the space between the pulses. The length of space repre-
sents the coding. 
Shift code alters the order of pulse space. A space+pulse represents one and 
a pulse-hspace represents zero. 
Transmitting data via RF is different from the media of wire. The RF 
bitstream is bit "serial and must be encoded with a clock. Due to the on-ofF 
time of the oscillator, the duty cycle width of OOK for sending zero and one 
may not be 50/50. Therefore, Manchester codes are used. Referring to Federal 
Standard 1037C [1], the definition of Manchester code is: 
"A code in which (a) data and clock signals are combined to form a 
single self-synchronizing data stream (b) each encoded bit contains 
a transition at the midpoint of a bit period, (c) the direction of 
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transition determines whether the bit is a zero or a one, and (d) the 
first half is the true bit value and the second half is the complement 
of the true bit value." 
The implementation of a Manchester code is covered in chapter 6. 
Antenna 
An antenna is a device designed for radiating energy efficiently from one media 
to another. Different shapes and geometries of antenna have different radia-
tion characteristics. To evaluate an antenna, terms such as antenna diversity, 
antenna pattern, return loss, VSWR, beamwidth, etc. are used. Standard 
procedures to design and evaluate an antenna are as follows: 
1. According to the nature and geometry of application, the antenna type 
is chosen. 
2. The design is drawn and simulated with high frequency synthesis tools, 
such as Ansoft HFSS [6], aiming to optimize the quality factor and min-
imize the return loss of the antenna at the carrier frequency. 
3. The design is fabricated and sometimes balun, which acts as a trans-
mission line transformer for converting unbalance input and output, is 
placed. The impedance and S-parameter of the antenna output are 
matched using a network analyzer and Smith charts. 
4. An output matching network is built. The matched antenna is connected 
to the transmitter. Further testing is required for transmission power and 
output spectrum in order to fulfill the regulations of the FCC. 
Interest parties should refer to Setian's book [45 . 
Application note [18] provides a good introduction for compact antenna 
design. The common antenna types are listed below: 
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^e^uency in 413 434 868 916 
MHz  
1/4 Wave in g 6.72 6.48 3.24 3.07 
inches 
Table 4.1: Antenna wire length from [17] 
1/4 wavelength A tin-plated copper wire between 22 to 32 gauge with a 
length of one quarter wavelength of the carrier frequency is the simplest 
antenna. Table 4.1 shows the length of antenna corresponding to carrier 
frequencies in the range 315 MHz - 916 MHz. For 433 MHz, the 
length of a 1/4 wavelength monopole is 6.5 inches which is too long for a 
portable device. The length of the monopole may be reduced by winding 
its lower end, which is called a Short Whip. 
Spiral To further cut the size of a whip, the wire can be coiled up to form a 
. flattened coil of wire or directly fabricated on PCB as a spiral trace. A 
planar antenna will fit into a 19 mm x 19 mm square. A groundplate, 
however, must be placed to enhance the performance of the planar spiral 
antenna. The size and the location of the groundplate must be care-
fully designed, otherwise the performance of the antenna is reduced. It 
is worthwhile to mention that the quality factor of a spiral antenna is 
very high. Therefore, it can only be optimized for a particular carrier 
frequency. In the other words, it cannot function as a wideband antenna. 
Helix The helical antenna is similar to a spiral, but it is not flattened. The 
wire size, coil diameter, turn spacing and number of turns are the factors 
to judge the characteristics of a helical antenna. The problem with this 
type of antenna are its bulk size and that it is easily detuned by nearby 
objects. 
Adequate matching of the antenna can be achieved by the following procedure: 
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Diameter Transmission range 
1.5 mm 8 meters 
1 mm 3 meters 
wire wrap wire 1.5 meters 
Table 4.2: Antenna diameter and transmission range 
1. Calculate the transmission range from the power of the transmitter (shown 
in equations 4.3 and 4.4.). 
2. Cut a tin-plated copper wire or plastic-coated copper wire with > 1/4 
wavelength and connect to the transmitter. 
3. Move the transmitter away from the receiver as far as possible until 
receiver ceases receiving correct data. 
4. Shorten the antenna slightly and repeat step 3 to see whether a longer 
transmission distance can be achieved. Halt the process if a shorter 
transmission distance resulted. 
5. Record the wire length which has the longest transmission range. 
These procedures were used to evaluate different wire diameters for a 433 MHz 
SAW-based transmitter and receiver. The antenna was wound in a helix form 
(with 4 turns and turn diameter = 1.3 cm). The results are shown in table 
4.2. 
4.3 Summary 
In this chapter, a generic platform for low power wireless sensor application is 
introduced. A low power startup module was designed to interface between a 
GP and micropower generator. Beside a power management circuit, the GP 
consists of an MCU, long-period self-wakeup timer, non-volatile storage, GPIO 
and ADC, wireless transmitters (RF and infrared) and sensor peripherals. The 
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usage and operating details of each these modules were explained. Up-to-date 
commercial products for each GP modules are also presented. 
Chapter 5 
Application I - Wireless RF 
Thermometer 
5.1 Overview 
A wireless thermometer is presented which provides a practical application for 
‘ the MPG described in chapter 3. The wireless thermometer is based on the low 
power wireless sensor platform stated in chapter 4. The system block diagram 
is shown in figure 5.1. Implementation details are described in this chapter. 
AA-size MPG Startup module and application circuit 
1 j j : : i 
i M D D SYSTEM.PWR i 
i I 1 I PwrReg — • i 
1 Voltage i i i 
i Multiplier i i 丄 Startup ,, p data pp j _ _ | 
I 人 L _ _ , _ _ J i 个 Module i 
iCoiiQ i L _ J I 
丨 ^T^ 丨 o "0 i 
I T 丨 烛 I 
丨 1 - 1 I 丄 1 TMP I 
L i 丨 Sensor i 
i SYSTEM.GND j 
L - - — - - -J 
Figure 5.1: System block diagram 
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5.2 Implementation 
Four prototypes of wireless RF thermometers were built. Different kinds of 
MCUs, temperature sensors, RF transmitter and power regulators were tested 
and their tradeoffs were evaluated. 
5.2.1 Prototype 1 
Prototype 1 has the similar setup to Wong's system described in section 2.3.3 
with the main difference being that it uses an analog LC transmitter instead of 
an infrared LED. This eliminates the line-of-sight transmission problem. The 
photograph of prototype 1 is shown in figure 5.2. The transmitted data is 
received by a commercial radio and displayed on a CRO. The disadvantages 
of prototype 1 are: 
1. The system must be powered by 3 V directly since there is no voltage 
I 
regulator. 
2. The system requires external intervention. The system has no self-timer, 
therefore it can't wake up itself. 
3. The LC transmitter is easily influenced by proximity to conducting ob-
jects and temperature-drift. 
5.2.2 Prototype 2 
Due to low accuracy, temperature-drift and slow startup time of prototype 1， 
a commercial LINX chip whose carrier frequency is 433 MHz was used in the 
second prototype to replace the analog transmitter. The transmitter was tested 
with a data rate 5 kbit (with proper coding) and 91.4 meters transmission 
range. Besides a SAW transmitter, prototype 2 used the PSoC micro control 
unit (MCU). The PSoC MCU has a built-in voltage regulator which steps-up 
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Figure 5.2: Photograph of prototype 1 
a 1.2 V input supply to 3.3 V which is used by the whole system. PSoC has 
reconfigurable blocks which can be programmed as a temperature sensor. The 
photograph of prototype 2 is shown in figure 5.3. The drawbacks of prototype 
“ 2 are: 
1. The built-in inductor-based switch regulator has only 50 % efficiency. It 
also requires a RLC filter to smooth output ripples. 
2. The temperature sensor built with the reconfigurable block measures a 
junction temperature inside the chip which is isolated from the envi-
ronment. Although a thermistor can be used to measure temperature 
outside the chip, this occupies extra space. 
3. Although PSoC has a watchdog timer which can wake the system up from 
sleep mode, the watchdog timer has a significant power consumption 
penalty (typically 10 fiA). The power consumed in the watchdog timer 
is more than the MPG can generate. 
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Figure 5.3: Photograph of prototype 2 
5.2.3 Prototype 3 
Sacrificing a little in power consumption, a special focus on component count 
• and size was made for prototype 3. Prototype 3 uses an Atmel Smart RF MCU 
as the central processing unit because it has an integrated RF transmitter. In 
figure 5.4，a photograph of prototype 3 is shown. The MCU is a 8-bit proces-
sor and runs at 3 - 5 MHz. Prototype 3 contains an inductor-based switch 
regulator (MAX1724 [35])，temperature sensor and accelerometer. MAX1724 
can step up an input voltage from > 0.9 V to 3.0 V with 90 % efficiency and 
1.5 fiA quiescent current consumption. A TMPlOO temperature sensor is used 
because of its accuracy and small size. The drawbacks of this system are: 
1. It has no timing module to wake the system up after the system entered 
.sleep mode. 
2. The antenna output of Smart RF requires 3 V bias. However, the output 
of the switching regulator is very noisy and the noise will couple to the 
antenna. 
3. To solve problem 2，a large capacitor Cmit and inductor can smooth 
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the output ripple of the switching regulator. This causes two serious 
problems when connected to the MPG: (i) a large amount of charge is 
required to charge Cout during startup, also (ii) a rapid discharging of 
Cout is required to prevent the MCU running at a supply voltage outside 
the design range, due to the slow falling of supply voltage supported by 
Cout- The startup circuit becomes less efficient and difficult to design 
due to these two issues. 
m i ^ g p / , / / 
； 、 m I C ^ S M H I I I S ^ I ^ f P 丨 
• i l l ^ W r r 
mmoMSKBS^mm • • 
Figure 5.4: Photograph of prototype 3 
5.2.4 Prototype 4 
Prototype 4 was implemented with an aim to achieve the best power consump-
tion, size and component count. A similar configuration targeted on battery 
supply can be found in the application note [21] which was published by Texas 
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Instructments. The system consists of TI MSP430 MCU, TMPlOO tempera-
ture sensor, custom-made SAW transmitter and switch-cap regulator. MSP430 
is a 16-bit MCU designed for ultra-low power applications. It has a long period 
(3.67 s) timer clocked with a low frequency crystal (76.8 kHz). Its GPIO pin 
is connected to the TMPlOO to collect temperature readings. A custom-made 
SAW transmitter gives a high degree of flexibility for controlling the transmis-
sion power and matching antenna impedance. A Switch-cap power regulator 
has up to 90 % efficiency with 2 fiA quiescent current consumption. It also 
has less output ripple than an inductor-based design, typically 30 mV. Proto-
type 4 was built with a startup module, so that the MPG can connect directly 
with it. The flow chart in figure 5.6 shows the operating sequence of both the 
startup module and the application circuit. The operating sequence is listed 
below: 
1. When the system is vibrated, the MPG charges up the output storage 
capacitor Cout- The charge in Cout is assumed to be initially zero. 
2. The startup module switches off the application circuit until the voltage 
across Cout rises higher than Vth{H) at which point the application circuit 
is allowed to operate. 
3. The application circuit performs MCU initialization, temperature con-
version and data transmission. 
4. After the. application is done, the circuit sleeps for a preprogrammed 
period and waits for next activation if energy is sufficient. Otherwise, it 
will wait for next charge-up of Cout above Vth[H) and then will startup. 
The photograph of prototype 4 is shown in figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.5: Photograph of prototype 4 
5.3 Results 
The main features of prototypes 1, 2 and 4 are summarized in table 5.1. Un-
fortunately, prototype 3 could not transmit since the noise from the power 
regulator coupled to the antenna via the supply biasing. 
Prototype 4 is the only one (out of 4 prototypes) which can be powered 
by the MPG. The startup module was verified to provide stable operation for 
i> 
fifty transmission cycles by applying vibration to the system randomly. One of 
these experiments was recorded and a CRO screen capture is shown in figure 
5.7. In the figure, the middle trace shows the voltage of comparator output, 
the comparator is used to switch on/off the application circuit. The bottom 
trace shows the voltage level of the system supply. The top trace shows the 
signal pin of the MCU (it is asserted when the MCU turns on). The startup 
time of power regulator was measured as 600 (is. The startup time of MCU 
was measured as 545.4 fis. 
The power consumption of prototype 4 was measured and analyzed with 
the experiment setup shown in figure 5.8. A 2.0 V voltage supply is in series 
with a 22 kO, resistor to emulate the MPG by limiting current entering the 
1 mF storage capacitor to 27 fiA (at 1.4 V to 2.0 V). The instantaneous cur-
rent consumption can be acquired by measuring the voltage across 3 Q resistor, 
thus, the instantaneous power consumption is calculated by multiplying the 
current across the resistor and the voltage across the storage capacitor. Table 
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Figure 5.6: Operating flow chart of prototype 4 
5.2 shows the measurement and the graphical representation is shown in fig-
ure 5.9. The total energy consumed for a single activation was measured as 
212.62 /iJ. 30 % of the total energy is consumed in the regulator startup and 
MCU initialization. This consumption can be avoided for consecutive temper-
ature measurements if the MPG generates more power than the application 
circuit consumes in sleep mode (22.38 IJW). 17 % of the total energy is con-
sumed in temperature conversion. Wireless transmission consumed most of 
energy, 53 %. It takes 1.42 s for single measurement. During charging up by 
the MPG, the system has a 4.5 ^A current consumption which is considered as 
the minimum overhead of the startup module. Therefore, the MPG must pro-
vide more than 4.5 nA supply current in order to keep the circuit continuously 
ready to accept activaation. 
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Prototype 1 2 4 
MCU SX28 PSoC MSP43Q 
TMP Sensor DS1620 TMPIOQ TMPIOQ 一 
Power regulator m MCU built-in switch cap 
Input voltage (min.) 3 1.2 V 0.9 V^  一 
Shutdown mode y ^ y ^ yes  
Wakeup timer ^ y ^ ^  
RF transmitter RC analog LINX SAW-based custom SAW-based 
RF receiver commercial radio LINX ASK LINX ASK 
RF carrier frequency FM band c 磁 . 0 4 315, 418, 434 
(in MHz) (80 - 200) ‘ ， 868 or 916 
Tx range (in meters) 2 10 10 
？)m=ions • “ 9 x 7 x 2 3 x 3 x 3 3.6 x 2.3 x 1 
(LxW X H \n crrr)  
Driven by MPG no no yes 
Table 5.1: The summary of prototype 1, 2 and 4 
5.4 Summary 
Four versions of wireless thermometers were designed, prototyped and evalu-
ated. Prototype 4 was tested with the MPG. Its power consumption was care-
fully analyzed. The system takes 1.42 s for each temperature measurement 
and consumes 212.62 fiJ of energy. To initiate the application, the MPG must 
generate more than a 4.5 fiA supply current to charge up the storage capacitor 
and support the operation of the startup module. To maintain continuous 
system operation, the MPG must provide more than 22.38 iiW power. 
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m. Energy Consumption Power 
Time consumption 
taken ”丄. ^ , Measured ^ , , ^ , Estimated , „ , � Calculated  (+Corrected)  
Reg. �n ； 49.01 n J + 0.006 fiJ 
5 600 us n/a � „ 了 尸 81.70 mW 
startup = 49.02 iiJ ^  
"uP ITT" ； 14.944 fiJ + 0.0928 fiJ ^ 
545.4 fis n/a , — 27.57 mW 
startup ‘ = 15.0368 fiJ  
Temp 1 … n oo 1 oTc 7 18.855 [JLJ + 17.195 /xJ kk w ^ 1.4109 s 33.1875 iiJ �^ ^^ ^ ^ 25.55 iiW conv. = 36.05 jiJ 
Wireless 4 遍 贈 io9.431 112.447 二 = 0 6 1 0 7 " 27.00 ml^ 
tx = 112.509 fiJ 
Sleep t 20t jiJ 22.38t iiJ 22.38 yW — 
Total (212.62 + 22.38t) fiJ 
Table 5.2: Energy consumption statistics for startup and application circuit at each 
stage 
Figure 5.7: CRO screen capture for system startup 
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Figure 5.8: Setup for measuring power consumption of the startup and application 
circuit 
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Figure 5.9: Average power consumption of the system in each stage 
Chapter 6 
Application II - 2D Input Ring 
6.1 Overview 
A 2D input ring was implemented to demonstrate the utility of the generic 
platform (GP) described in chapter 4. The ring is a device for ubiquitous 
computing, such as controlling a Personal Computer (PC). The current proto-
type is able to emulate a computer mouse via RF RS232 port. It is also able 
to control home appliances and portable electronics equipped with an infrared 
or IrDA transceiver. 
6.2 Architecture 
The hardware architecture of the 2D input ring is based on a low power wire-
less sensor platform (excluding the startup module). A battery is used to 
support continuous operation. In order to detect finger motion, an accelerom-
eter (iMEMS ADXL202E) is installed. The illustrative drawing of the 2D/3D 
ring is shown in figure 6.1. The 2D ring consists of two 2 cm x 2 cm PCB boards 
which communicate via a connector. Photographs of both boards are shown 
in figures 6.2 and 6.3. Besides the two axis accelerometer, the 2D ring consists 
of a MSP430 microcontroller, power management circuit, RF transmitter, a 
program socket, 2 buttons (Bl, B2) and a LED indicator. The program socket 
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has two functions: to connect to host a computer for MCU programming and 
to connect interface add-on modules, such as an IrDA [3] transceiver, Liq-
uid Crystal Display (LCD), external flash storage, etc. Figure 6.4 shows the 
prototype PCB which was made using a PCB rapid prototype machine. The 
prototype PCB was used to verify the spacing and width of the tracks and 
pads before fabrication. 
Programmable socket Button/Accelerometer and 
Wire bonding two boards \ Power management ^ ^ uP and programmable socket 
^ _ J _ ‘ ‘ 
� = =n n 
^ — 一 
I I 卞 L Accelerometer 
/ \ ^ 
. . . L E D \ RF transmitter 
Microprocessor , j . . 
r indicator 
‘ TOP VIEW SIDE VIEW 
Figure 6.1: Illustrative drawing of 2D ring 
• • 
Figure 6.2: Photograph of ring board Figure 6.3: Photograph of ring board 
(top view) (bottom view) 
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Figure 6.4: Rapid prototype of 2D Ring boards 
6.3 Software Implementation 
6.3.1 Methodology 
The wireless ring detects the motion of an accelerometer which measures 2 per-
pendicular axes. The accelerometer is placed horizontally (and perpendicular 
to gravity). Since gravity is a constant accelerating force to all objects on the 
earth, therefore, the accelerometer reports different readings, depending on its 
• orientation. The cursor is driven up, down, left or right by rotating left/right 
or pointing up/down. The idea is illustrated in figure 6.5. 
UP V 
{ N DOWN 
LEFT / \ RIGHT 
Finger 
Figure 6.5: The operation details of 2D ring 
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6.3.2 Error Control Code 
An error control code is used to maintain data integrity from one system 
to another via the noisy wireless channel. There are many kinds of error 
control coding schemes; some of them detect errors and some of them detect 
and correct errors, e.g. hamming codes, turbo codes, etc. Sometimes, errors 
may not relate to the transmission channel but to the architecture itself. For 
example, to save power, the SAW RF transmitter turns off its oscillator when 
transmitting 0. However, the SAW oscillator's startup time and turn-off time 
is not the same. This non-symmetrical property limits the data rate. To 
overcome this problem, a Manchester code is introduced. The Manchester code 
represents binary data with edge transitions, the so-called biphase code. It 
improves the data rate of a SAW RF transmitter from 2.4 kbit/s to 4.8 kbit/s. 
The ring system is not only protected by an outer code (Manchester code), 
but also by an inner code (XOR check sum). Both techniques are used to 
detect errors, and detected faulty packets are discarded. Compared to error 
correction codes, an error detection code is more suitable for a ring system 
because: 
1. the error detection code used is simple and consumes less computation 
time, therefore faster response time is achieved; 
2. for the computer mouse application, a numerous data is generated to 
describe the trajectory of the cursor. Loss of packets is not terribly 
important (assuming no burst error), since the errors caused by missing 
packets can be corrected almost subconsciously by the user. 
The diagram in figure 6.6 explains Manchester encoding on the transmitter 
side. Data words to be transmitted are buffered in a 16-bit register and they 
are clocked out sequentially by an interrupt timer. When data is ready, 8 bits 
of data is stored into the low byte of a data buffer, and the high byte of the 
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data buffer is used to store the 8 bit data's complement. For 4800 bit/s, a 
9600 Hz timing interrupt is required. When the MCU is interrupted by the 
timer, the least significant bit (LSB) of the data buffer is transmitted. Then 
the complement and data byte are swapped. The complement bit (now in 
the data byte) is clocked out on the next interrupt arrived. The 16-bit data 
register is then shifted after both bits are sent. The send and shift process 
repeats until 8 bits of the data are processed. The transmitted byte ends up in 
the low byte of the data buffer as a by-product. For the receiver side, a GPIO 
pin, a timer and a register are used to decode the data. A GPIO pin detects 
edge transitions and a timer records the elapsed time between two consecutive 
transitions. A register is used to store the received data. Figure 6.7 gives the 
nature of the Manchester coded bits. The figure shows two consecutive received 
bits: the previous bit and the current bit. R-R/F-F denotes a rising/falling 
edge is followed by a rising/falling edge. R-F/F-R denotes a rising/falling edge 
" is followed by a falling/rising edge. If the previous bit is known, the current 
bit value can be extracted by observing the elapsed time between previous and 
current edges. Rather than measure the precise rise and fall time, Nbound, 
Sbound and Bbound are used to check whether the time measured is in the 
accepted range. It is worthwhile to mention that Manchester coding requires 
tight alignment of the data. Figure 6.8 shows the packet format which enables 
independent alignment of each packet. Each packet contains a PREAMBLE, 
CMD, three data bytes {Dl, D2, D3) and CHKSUM. PREAMBLE is used 
to align each packet. The CMD byte is reserved for control signals. The 
CHKSUM verifies the correctness of the three data bytes (Dl, D2, D3). 
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Figure 6.6: State diagram explains Manchester encoding 
6.3.3 Peripheral Control Protocol 
MS Serial Computer Mouse 
The Microsoft [8] (MS) serial computer mouse protocol was implemented, 
based on [10, 12], so that the 2D ring can be used directly on any PC OS 
with generic mouse support. The data packet format for the MS mouse proto-
col is shown in figure 6.9. Three bytes are used to describe the displacement 
of the cursor. The first byte describes the status of the mouse's left and right 
buttons. It also stores the two most significant bits of the X and Y displace-
ment. The second and third bytes store the remaining data bits of the X and Y 
displacement. For the receiver side, minimal handshaking was implemented to 
acknowledge the host via the RS2S2 port, so that the computer mouse client 
is recognized by the host computer. 
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Figure 6.7: Timing diagram 1 explains Manchester decoding 
PREAMBLE < CMP ^ ^ D1 D2 ^ D3 
Figure 6.8: Data packet format for wireless transmission 
, Protocol for Smart Appliances and PDAs 
For controlling the portable electronics remotely, infrared was the first carrier 
widely used. Many electronic devices, including MP3 players, TV, HiFi, etc., 
come with an infrared remote control. Infrared has advantages over other 
wireless carriers in that it is low cost and simple to implement. For short range 
and low data rate transmission, many data coding methods exist (different 
manufacturers use different coding schemes) and their operating details were 
explained in section 4.2.4. 
To illustrate its remote control ability, a 2D input ring was programmed to 
be a 2-button remote control pad for a film camera. The coding scheme of the 
film camera was recovered by observation of the infrared signals using an IrDA 
transceiver and digital oscilloscope. The data word format was recognized 
as a space code and is shown in figure 6.10. Each data packet is formed 
by a preamble and 7 bits of data. In each packet, high is represented by a 
38.46 kHz signal train (38/62 duty cycle) and low is represented by a ground 
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1st byte 2nd byte 3rd byte 
- 1 ？ ? Y Y X X - 0 X X X X X X - O Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Left Button」 . • | V i V l V n i V l V l V l V l 
X X X X X X X X Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Right Button ——丨 I I I I I 丨 丨 I I I I I I I 丨 
X displacement Y displacement 
Figure 6.9: Data packet format for MS mouse protocol [10, 12] 
level. A preamble is constructed by sending high for 12.945 ms and then low 
for 3.032 ms. 7 bits of data are then sent, with each bit coded by the space 
between two consecutive signal highs, where a 1 ms space represents 0 and 
, 3 ms space represents 1. Figure 6.11 shows the CRO screen capture of two 
data words from the Pentax film camera's remote control. The top trace shows 
the data word of key 1 in inverted manner (from the view of receiver). The 
middle trace shows the data word of key 2 in complement. The bottom trace 
shows the data word of key 2 emulated by the ring (transmitter output). The 
remote control protocol was implemented on the 2D ring and it was verified 
using the camera. Figure 6.12 shows the photograph of the 2D remote control 
ring. 
6.4 Results 
The 2D ring was successfully tested as a computer mouse. The basic functions 
such as move, button click, and button drag and drop were implemented and 
verified. A fully charged NiMH battery (rated at 2.4 V and 15 mAhr) can 
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Figure 6.10: Space code example for Pentax camera remote control 
support the 2D ring for 1.5 hour continuous operation (an average power con-
sumption of 24 mW). The transmission range was tested for 3 meters with 
transmission power of -58.33 dBm. Figures 6.13 and 6.14 show the measure-
ments of transmission power with a spectrum analyzer and a 1/4 wavelength 
monopole antenna. Table 6.3 gives a summary of the 2D ring. The output 
voltage ripple on the system supply rail was measured to be 12.4 mV. The 
output precision of the accelerometer was measured to be 7 bits. Table 6.4 
shows the comparison between Lam's MIDS ring [22] and the 2D ring. The 2D 
ring outperforms the MIDS ring in terms of power consumption and output 
accuracy of the accelerometer (the accelerometer's output noise was measured 
as low as 0.29% (-50.75 dB) < 7-bit (—42.14 dB)) because special attention 
was paid in choosing the voltage regulator (to reduce output ripple and achieve 
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Figure 6.11: CRO screen capture of Pentax remote control data word 
Remote Control Ring ^ 
Mk 
I rDA t r a i ^ f W y i ^ ^ P H ® 
Figure 6.12: Photograph of 2D remote control ring 
higher efficiency) and inserting decoupling capacitors (to minimize noise gen-
erated by the RF transmitter being coupled to the accelerometer). Figures 
6.15 to 6.18 show photographs of the 2D ring (TX/RX) modules and the 2D 
ring demo kit. 
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Rx Tx 
Dimension (W, L, H) 4.5 x 4.5 x 4 cm^ 1.8 x 2 x 2 cm^ 
Power consumption 25 mAm.3V 7.5 m A m . W 
Input supply voltage 1.8 - 5.0 V 1.8 - 3.6 V 
RF error control code Manchester code and check sum 
RF carrier frequency 433 Mhz 
Dtr rpv -24.39 dBm (at 0.01 m) 
RF TX power n.a. .^g.aa dBrn (at 3 m) 
RF Tx range 3 m 
RF data rate 4800 bps 
RS232 data rate 1200 baud rate 
Supply rail ripples 100 mV 
Accelerometer output accuracy n.a. 7-bit (0.29% noise) 
MCU model MSP430F1132 
MCU utilization 17.36 % 10.67 % 
Table 6.1: Design summary of 2D input ring 
Lam's MIPS 2D input ring 
Dimension(W, L, H) 2 cm x 3 cm x 1 cm 1.8 cm x 2 cm x 2 cm 
Power consumption 35 mW 25 mW 
Minimum input voltage 3.5 V 1.8 V 
RF Transmission rate 2400 bps 4800 bps  
with Manchester code 
RF Transmission range 3 m 4 m 
OS dependent Yes No 
Table 6.2: Comparisons between Lam's MIDS and 2D input ring 
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Rx Tx 
Dimension (W, L, H) 4.5 x 4.5 x 4 cm^ 1.8 x 2 x 2 cm^ 
Power consumption — 25 mAm.SV 7.5 mAm.SV 
Input supply voltage — 1.8 - 5.0 V 1.8 - 3.6 V 
RF error control code Manchester code and check sum 
RF carrier frequency 433 Mhz 
dt7 rpv -24.39 dBm (at 0.01 m) Rt IX power n.a. - 一 � m , � -58.33 dBm (at 3 m) 
RF Tx range 3 m 
RF data rate “ 4800 bps 
RS232 data rate 1200 baud rate 
Supply rail ripples 100 mV 
Accelerometer output accuracy n.a. 7-bit (0.29% noise) 
MCU model MSP430F1132 
MCU utilization 17.36 % 10.67 % 
Table 6.3: Design summary of 2D input ring 
Lam's MIPS 2D input ring 
DimensiQn(W, L, H) I 2 cm x 3 cm x 1 cm 1.8 cm x 2 cm x 2 cm 
Power consumption 35 mW 25 mW 
Minimum input voltage 3.5 V 1.8 V 
RF Transmission rate 2400 bps $800 bps  
with Manchester code 
RF Transmission range 3 m 4 m 
OS dependent Yes No 
Table 6.4: Comparisons between Lam's MIDS and 2D input ring 
^ Hkrl 433.30 M H z ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B 
Ref 0 dBm fltten dBm 
Peak 
m i • 
Marker 
MHz / V 
Center Span 10 MHz 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B j R e s BN 100 kHz \;B[-I 160 kHz Sweep 4 ms (401 pts) 
Mkrl 433.90 M H z ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l 
Ref dBm dBrn 
Peak • • 
[enter 
MHz • ——————• 
Center MHz Span 10 MHz 
kHz VBW 100 kHz Sweep 4 ms (401 pts) • • • • 
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Transmitter Receiver modufe 2D ring receiver M Antenna 
I k K I ^KS^R^^I^ 3V lithium 
• battery 
port to 
Figure 6.15: Photograph of 2D Figure 6.16: Photograph of 2D ring re-
ring modules ceiver 
_ i i f e 
tw w tMtm 
KV3 U lo IWM «omput«' 
‘ Figure 6.17: Photograph of 2D Figure 6.18: Photograph of 2D ring 
ring demo kit (top view) demo kit (side view) 
6.5 Summary 
In this chapter, a 2D input ring based on a generic low power wireless sensor 
platform (GLPWSP) was presented. This GLPWSP is useful in ubiquitous 
computing because it introduces an alternative user interface. The 2D input 
ring also outperforms Lam's MIDS (wireless version) in terms of power con-
sumption and software portability because the ring requires no custom software 
driver installation, and thus is not operating system (OS) dependent. 
Chapter 7 
Conclusion 
A generic system for low power wireless sensor applications was presented. 
It consists of a vibration-to-electrical transducer, power management circuit 
and generic sensor platform. The whole system is divided into two parts: a 
micro power generator (MPG) and a generic low power wireless sensor platform 
(GLPWSP). The MPG contains a vibration-to-electrical transducer and power 
management circuit. The GLPWSP contains sensor peripherals and a startup 
circuit. 
7.1 Micro power generator 
An AA-size micro power generator (MPG) was introduced. It is a battery 
replacement for low power wireless sensor applications. The MPG converts 
ambient vibration to electrical energy and is a non-exhaustible power source. 
It has a power management circuit which consists of a voltage multiplier (VM) 
and regulator which converts AC to a regulated DC voltage at a level usable by 
standard integrated circuits. VMs were evaluated by PSpice simulations and 
two evaluation metrics, average input power (AIP) and energy efficiency (EE) 
suggested. These metrics can also be used to evaluate other duty cycled AC-
DC power converters. The voltage tripler had the best performance, achieving 
53 % energy efficiency. With input acceleration of 4.63 m/s^, the measured 
84 
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power density of the MPG was 53.1 iiW/cm^. Maximum output voltage was 
measured to be 2.4 V. The MPG was measured to take 32 seconds to charge 
the reservoir capacitor (1 mF) from 0 K to 1.8 V. The recharge time was 
measured to be 18 seconds for charging the 1 mF capacitor from 1.4 V to 
1 . 8 1/ . . 
7.2 Low power wireless sensor applications 
A generic platform (GP) was presented for low power wireless sensor appli-
cations. It can be used to measure the properties of the environment and 
transmit data via a radio frequency (RF) channel. The GP is multi-functional 
and can measure temperature, acceleration, humidity or sound level with an 
appropriate sensor. Besides sending information to the host via RF, the GP 
can store the information in non-volatile memory (flash memory). Two appli-
‘ cations were presented to show its utility. 
7.2.1 Wireless thermometer 
A wireless thermometer was designed and tested using the AA-size MPG as 
a power source. Equipped with a startup module, the wireless thermometer 
consumes only 4.5 fiW in the idle state. The startup module turns on the 
wireless thermometer when the storage capacitor is charged to a predefined 
voltage (1.8 V). The wireless thermometer then takes 1.42 s to measure and 
transmit the temperature reading. The whole process consumes 212.62 /xJ of 
energy, 30 % of the total energy being consumed in the regulator startup and 
MCU initialization. Wireless transmission consumes 53 % of the energy. The 
• wireless thermometer with MPG is the first reported sensor system which can 
be both self powered and startup antonomously. 
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7.2.2 2D input ring 
The 2D input battery powered ring is a miniature device for ubiquitous com-
puting. It also demonstrated that the GLPWSP can be used for battery pow-
ered applications, which require similar features to the VBG based applica-
tions, ie. low power, small size, wireless and easy to integrate with different 
sensors. The 2D input ring can be used as a mouse and control a personal 
computer. Besides RF communications, the 2D input ring can control other 
appliances via an IrDA module. As an example, the 2D input ring was pro-
grammed to be a remote control pad which can operate with Pentax camera 
(zoom and shoot). 
Instead of mechanical buttons, the 2D ring can recognize strokes or gestures 
and send commands to other devices via infrared or radio frequency channels. 
This introduces an alternative user interface which can be worn at all times 
and serve as an interface to multiple appliances. 
Compared to Lam's MIDS [22], the 2D input ring has lower power con-
sumption and higher output resolution. 
7.3 Further development 
The 2D input ring can be upgraded to detect 3D motion and be powered by 
the vibration-based micro power generator. The input ring can be completely 
shielded by a metal case with planar antenna on the surface. The ring requires 
no batteries because it is self-powered by vibrations. 
Many applications can be derived for the input ring. A more robust algo-
rithm can be developed in order to recognize finger strokes or gestures. For 
• speech recognition, a speech algorithm, such as the Hidden Markov Model 
(HMM), can be applied 
to with slight modifications. With proper data set 
training and vector quantization, a compactly coded HMM system should fit 
on the ring. 
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Equipped with recognition ability, the ring acts as a communication inter-
face between electronic appliances and humans. In the future, computer users 
need not to put their hands on a keyboard or a computer mouse. Instead of 
being confined to working on a surface, users' finger can be used to write freely 
in the air to command other devices via ad hoc network (similar to the idea 
of pico net in Bluetooth). 
The 2D input ring is a good example of GLPWSP, however it is not the 
only one. Based on GLPWSP, scientists can design different kinds of sensor 
nodes to monitor different quantities. They can monitor the environmental 
factors (humidity, temperature, sunshine) of natural places, such as wetlands. 
A group of modified sensor nodes (equipped with RFID [39]) can be placed 
in a commercial center to track buying habits of consumers. A GP which 
contains MEMS sensors, microprocessor and a wireless transceiver has nice 
properties: low power and small size and is likely to become standard for per-
‘ vasive computing. As technologies advance, miniature wireless sensor systems 
will become feasible and many new applications will emerge. 
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